I. INTRODUCTION
Linear programming (LP) decoding of binary linear codes was introduced by Feldman et at. in 2005 [1] as an efficient, but suboptimal decoding approach. The extension to nonbinary linear codes was done a few years later by Flanagan et at. [2] . Compared to traditional belief propagation decoding, LP de coding is more amenable to analysis and in many cases a lower error floor is obtained. On the other hand, when using generic LP solvers, LP decoding suffers from high computational com plexity. The well-known Adaptive LP (ALP) Decoder [3] is an efficient nonapproximate LP decoder for binary codes, but no such algorithm is known for fields of higher characteristic, except for the ternary case [4] . The key ingredient of any ALP decoding algorithm is an efficient method for separation of the underlying (facet-defining) inequalities describing the decoding polytope. For nonbinary linear codes this means that the facet-defining inequalities (using no auxiliary variables) for the so-called constant-weight embedding of a nonbinary single parity-check (SPC) code over any prime field must be derived. A method to construct valid classes of such inequalities was recently presented in [5] using the concept of basic building block classes. However, no method to efficiently separate the inequalities, i.e., to search for cuts, was presented in [5] . In this work, we extend the results in [5] by deriving
The work of E. Rosnes was partially funded by the Norwegian-Estonian Research Cooperation Programme (grant EMP133), the Research Council of Norway (grant 2409851F20), and by Simula@UiB. M. Helmling was formerly affiliated with the University of Koblenz-Landau, 50722 Koblenz, Germany. His work was partially funded by the DFG (grant RU-1524/2-1) and supported by the AHRP computing cluster (project KOLA-EDALB). a novel separation algorithm (which is different from the one for binary codes) based on the principle of dynamic programming (DP). Furthermore, we present a method for searching for redundant parity-check (RPC) constraints for improved performance. Finally, we present a numerical study showing that the ALP decoding algorithm is very efficient compared to a static LP decoding approach as in [2] and works well for both low-density and high-density parity-check codes for various field sizes and block lengths. In this text, all proofs are omitted due to lack of space.
II. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
Let C denote a linear code of length n and dimension k over the finite field IF q with q = pm elements, where p is a prime and m is a positive integer. The code C can be defined by an r x n parity-check matrix H, where r � n -k and each matrix entry hj ,i E IF q, i E I and j E .J, where I is the column index set of H and .J is the row index set of H. Then, C = C(H) = {e = ( C 1 , ... ,cn)T E lF� : He = O}, where ( . ) T denotes the transpose of its vector argument. When represented by a factor graph, I is also the variable node index set and .J is the check node index set. Below, let Nv (i) (resp. Nc(j)) denote the set of neighboring nodes of variable node i (resp. check node j). Finally, call Can (n, k) code (over some finite field) if its length is n and its dimension is k.
We will represent each element in IF p m using an integer in {O, ... , pm -I}. Without loss of generality, ( E IF p m can be represented by a polynomial ((x) = 2:7: 1 Pix i -1 , where Pi E IF p, and we use the integer representation ((p) = 2:7: 1 Pip i -1 .
For notational convenience, let [L] = {I, 2, ... , L} for any positive integer L, and let Aut ( lF q, +) be the automorphism group of ( lFq,+) (the additive group oflFq). In the original work by Feldman et at.
[1], the maximum likelihood (ML) decoding problem was stated as an integer program in the real space by using the obvious embedding of lF2 ::l 0 f-7 0 E IR, where IR denotes the real numbers (and 1 analogously), and then relaxed into a linear program using vectors that live in [0, l] n . In the nonbinary case, the obvious generalization that represents ( E IF q into the reals by using its integer representation ((p) E IR does not work out for several reasons. Instead, the following mapping fC) (see [6] ) embeds elements of IF q into the Euclidean space of dimension q. 
A. Linear Programming Decoding of Nonbinary Codes
In this subsection, we review the LP decoding formulation proposed by Flanagan et at. in [2] , where in contrast to [2] we use constant-weight embedding. Let IF q and �, respectively, denote the input and output alphabets of a memory less channel with input X and output Y, and define for each Y E � and 5: IF h 1 1 ( pr(Y=YIX=O ) ) Th h f .
u E q t e va ue Iii = og P r(Y=yIX=Ii)' en, t e unctIOn A: � f-7 (IR U {±oo}) q is defined as follows:
.. , Yn)T. Now, the ML decoding problem can be written
= arg min l\y(y)TFy( c) cEC
where Y I, ... , Yn are the channel outputs. The problem in (1) can be relaxed into a linear program using the embedding from Definition 1 as follows [2] :
, and Pj is a binary indicator matrix that selects the variables from x that participate in the j-th check node. In (2), Cj represents the SPC code defined by the j-th check node, and conv(Fy(Cj)) is the convex hull of Fy(Cj) in IR qINc( j )l .
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LP decoding, i.e., using the LP relaxation (2) as a decoder (which is defined to output a decoding failure if the optimal solution XL P does not happen to be integral) has several desir able properties. Most importantly, the so-called ML certificate property [1, 2], which says that, if XL P is a codeword, then XL P = C M L, i.e., equal to the ML estimate. Note that the ML certificate property remains to hold if conv(Fy (Cj)) is replaced by a relaxation Qj :2 conv(Fy(Cj)).
B. Constructing Valid Inequalities From Building Blocks
Let P = conv(Fy(C)), where C is an "all-ones" SPC code of length d over the field IF p with P prime, i.e., its parity check matrix contains only ones. The symbols P, C, d, and IF p will be used, with the above meaning, throughout the entire subsection, unless stated otherwise.
In [5] , we described a construction of valid inequalities for the polytope P = conv(Fy(C)) based on classes of building blocks that are assembled to form the left-hand side of an inequality according to several rules; each block gives the coefficients in the inequality for the embedding of one field element. For completeness, we review some of the results from [5] below.
Definition 2 (Basic Building Block Class): For any m = (mo, ml," . , mp-l) E {O} x {O, 1 } p-l (i.e., we always have mo = 0), define P vectors {tk' h EIFp c IRP by 1) tOj = j + mjP for j = 0, ... ,p -1, and 2) t kj = t Oj + k -tr k for k E lFp \{O} and j = 0, ... ,p-l.
Each tk' is called a basic building block, and the set Tm = {tk' h EIFp of building blocks constructed in this way is called a basic building block class.
Note that, because both indices of t k,j correspond to ele ments of IF p' reduction modulo P is implicit; e.g., t Oj + k = t Oj + k mod p in the above definition. In the following, with slight abuse of notation, an integer d times ( E IF p' i.e., d· ( is regarded as the field element ( + ... + ( (d times). Also, when m is fixed in the respective context, we will in the sequel frequently omit the superscript, i.e., write tk instead of tk'. that tell, for fixed (, in which block the (-th entry is the maximizer (resp. minimizer) of set(tk) = {tk ,( : (E lFp}.
According to [5, Lem. 2] , the above definitions are well defined for any basic building block class and admit explicit formulas. In particular, tk,t = a -k (see [5, Eq. (4) ]) where
A set of linear inequalities can be derived from a given basic building block class Tm as described in [5, Sec. IY.B]. In particular, each such inequality (jT x :s; "", () E IR dp is of the form () = (tkl I ... I tkd) T, where each tk, E Trn for some fixed m.
For any codeword C = (Cl"'" Cd)T E C, the left-hand side of ()TFy(c) :s; "" is then L� =l tk J (Ci)T = L� =l tk i ,C i because f(Ci) is the ci-th unit vector by Definition 1. Hence, for k ElF p, the entries of tk = (tk,o, ... , tk,p-d immediately specify the values of the corresponding terms in ()T F y (c). 
j.,Cd·
Finally, the right-hand side "" is defined as ()TFy(c) = L� =l tk i ,C i which ensures that Fy(c) is tight for the resulting inequality ()T x :s; "".
Note that by Construction 1, a total of p d-l inequalities can be constructed per class Trn. We denote the set of these inequalities by ern. The following lemma (not stated in [5] ) gives two alternative characterizations of the elements of ern. , more inequalities can also be constructed using automorphisms from Aut (IF p, +). In summary, the procedure described in [5] leads to the set
of (in)equalities that are valid for P; i.e., they describe a relaxation Q of P and can thus be used for (relaxed) (A)LP decoding, where we denote by �(ern) the set of all inequal ities derived by the construction of [5, Prop. 4 ] from those in ern, and where <I> ( ern) is implicitly defined in (5). In (5), 6.� is the set of p x d inequalities and d equations in IR dp given by Xi,j ?: 0 for i E [d] and j E IFp, and L�:� Xi,j = 1 for i E [d] . The constraints 6.� can be interpreted as generalized box constraints. As they are independent of H, an arbitrary code C of length n thus has only n(p + 1) such constraints (n equations and pn inequalities) in total. These will be denoted by 6.�.
III. ADAP TIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING DECODING
In this section, we show how to overcome the exponen tial number of inequalities in e (d) by giving an efficient separation algorithm, which allows for efficient relaxed ALP decoding of general codes over IF p' It thus generalizes the well-known Adaptive LP Decoder for binary codes [3] .
The main loop of our ALP 
for all j E J, mE M, and � E Aut (IFp, +) do
5:
() +---SEPARATE�( ern )(C j , xLP)
6:
if () -I-Null then
7:
insert the inequality from �(ern) defined by () Consider an inequality in ern, for some m E M, specified by () = (t'h I ... I tJ::; )T and"" as in (4a) and (4b), respec tively. For k E IFp, let (as before) V: where the condition (6c) is due to (3a), satisfies 'IjJ* < t(\(]" .
We now describe how to solve (6) to obtain 'IjJ* is O(dp2) , which is linear for fixed p. Note that the actual solution 0* of (6) For the binary case, the well-known separation algorithm [7, Alg. 1] is more efficient than the above general approach: there, problem (6) is first solved without the constraint (6c) by setting ki = 0 {o} Xi.l > 1/2. If this solution does not happen to fulfill (6c), the constraint is restored by altering a single ki with minimal corresponding I X i,1 -1/21 (see [7, Alg. 1 
]).
We picked up this approach and proposed a more efficient algorithm for p = 3 in [4] . As the number of possible combinations for restoring (6c) grows rapidly with increasing p, however, the DP approach is preferable in the general case.
Remark 2: Algorithm 2 can be tweaked in several ways:
• In the d-th row of T, only the single value T[d, (d -1)0"] has to be computed.
• If d and/or p are large, one could first minimize III (0, x) without the constraint (6c) (which is possible in time O(dp)). If the result satisfies (6c) (optimum found) or fulfills 'IjJ* ?: to(]" (no cut can be included), we are done. 
for ( E IF p do 10:
Sri, (] +---1 11:
[> initialize T [l, :] [> initialize S [l,:] 12:
[> find min. from (7) 13:
14:
19:
20:
return k
24: return Null
It turns out that both a nontrivial automorphism 'PI i= 'Pa E Aut (IFp,+) and hl ,i tf. {O,l} can be handled together by setting Xi +--('Pa0'Ph , ,J-I ((PjXL P )i), where 0 denotes func tion composition and (PjXL P )i the i-th p-block of PjxL P , i.e. , appropriately rotating Xi, and then using the above algorithm for the 'PI and hl ,i = 1 (details omitted for brevity). For improved performance, RPCs can be added to the LP formulation. Assume that ALP decoding of a p-ary linear code C of length n (using Algorithm 1) has returned a fra ctional pseudocodeword p. The following theorem generalizes [7, Thm. 3] to the p-ary case.
Theorem 1: Let h = (hI" .. , hn) denote a valid (redundant) parity-check constraint for a p-ary linear code C of length n such that its restriction to the set of fractional positions in a given pseudocodeword p, has weight one. Then, h induces a cut.
Based on Theorem 1, an adaptive cut-generation algorithm similar to [7, Alg. 2] can be constructed where the columns of H are processed in the order of closeness to (i, ... , i) of the corresponding coordinate of the current LP solution xL P . Since each p-block of xL P is a probability vector, its entropy difference with respect to the entropy of (i,···, i) can be used as a measure of closeness. 
IV. NUMERIC AL RESULTS
In this section, we present frame error-rate (FER) per formance results of (A)LP decoding for various codes over an additive white Gaussian noise channel using p-phase-shift keying modulation (for codes over IF p). The code symbols ( E IF p are mapped to constellation points according to ( -7 exp ( R(2( + 1)'IT /p).
In Fig. 1 , the FER performance versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Es/No of the ternary (27,10) Reed-Muller code (denoted by CRM) is depicted. Both the plain and cascaded static approaches (the red curve) from [2] (named PLP and CLP, respectively) have identical performance to that of the proposed ALP decoding algorithm in Algorithm 1 (the blue curve), as a consequence of [4, Thm. 1]. Due to the high density of H, RPCs (found as described above; see the yellow curve) are required for achieving close-to-ML performance (the green curve). In Table I , we compare the ALP decoding algorithm with both PLP and CLP in terms of both the average CPU time and the average number of simplex iterations per decoding instance. For ALP, we also record the average number of cuts added and number of LP problems solved until optimality. Results for two different SNRs are presented.
In Fig. 2 (the blue o-marked curve) is sufficient for achieving close-to exact LP decoding performance (especially for p = 5). This can only mean that the facets induced by the other classes somehow cut off only "smaller" parts of the polytope. Starting from p = 7, we observe an increasing gap between ALP and PLP/CLP which shows that the inequalities proposed in [5] specify only a strict relaxation of the LP decoder as in (2) for p> 5. In contrast to the binary case (see [7, Fig. 3] ) and the Reed-Muller code from above, RPCs lead to a noteworthy improvement only for p = 3 for the Tanner codes. In Table I , plain (using no RPCs) ALP decoding is compared to PLP and CLP for C��n and 4�� . Again, ALP decoding is much more efficient than both PLP and CLP. As a remark, ALP complexity for nonbinary codes (p fixed) scales with block length as for binary codes. For sparse codes, the approach scales well with block length, since the number of inequalities depends on the check node degrees only.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented an efficient (relaxed) ALP decoder for linear codes over prime fields, generalizing the well-known ALP decoding algorithm for binary codes, in which the separation of the underlying inequalities is realized through a novel DP approach, which is different from the one for binary codes. Numerical results show that the proposed algorithm is very efficient compared to a static approach. For some codes, RPCs further improve decoding performance.
